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What is Harmotion?
 A 3D top-down shooter designed in the classic 
shoot’em up style, Harmotion is an action packed game 
about blending light, color, sound, and music; a game 
for all your senses. 

Reminiscent of old favorites like Galaga and Space 
Invaders, Harmotion takes the old genre to the next 
level with online multiplayer play, eye-burning visual 
effects, and player directed music and sound ef-
fects.
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Gameplay overview

 Harmotion represents a new form of online multi-
player arcade experience in a casual game format.

You face fellow online participants from the bottom 
of the screen, and the objective is to outlast each of 
them in a 3-4 minute space fight to advance through 
the tournament.
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Simple Controls 

 Harmotion only requires the joystick and two 
buttons, it is designed for “pick up and play”. You may 
use a keyboard, mouse, or game controller.

         Move                 
                       

USE ITEM
                               

Shoot
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Stimulating Collaborations

Interactive Sound

 Take part in groovy electro soundtracks 
throughout the game. your actions will trigger sound 
effects and integrate seamlessly into the sound 
track.

The Harmotion team is currently working with
somatone Interactive audio to design the highest qual-
ity professional music and sound effects to go with 
the one-of-a-kind interactive music system.
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Color Customization
 Don’t like forest green? Try mint green, Star-
bucks green, or any existing tone of green. Customize 
the appearance and personality of your fighter via 
colors, and then go out there and mix it with your op-
ponent’s color of choice.
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Content
Races (more Background Info at Harmotion.com)

          
           

Canni-B Battalion        Yahira Wings 

         Kazzimort Krushers         The Zaru

                                                more Races coming…    p.8



Items (more at Harmotion.com]

     Homing Missiles    REmote BomB       FirePOwer

             Upgrzde

Medal Achievements (more at Harmotion.com) 
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Graphics
 
 Harmotion’s Graphic Engine will support HDRI, 
Bloom, and various other Effects that meet AAA title 
standards.  Additionally, the engine’s multi-threaded 
Particle engine enables the game to unlock the power 
of next-generation consoles and PCs. The goal is to 
blind the player with a dazzling myriad of colorful 
particle effects only appropriate in the Harmotion 
nebula.
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                           Before                           After

All 3D objects will be “flavored” with vertex/pixel shad-
ers and rendered with 4x multisampling anti-aliasing.
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Online Connectivity

                                            Real-Time
             IN-Game
                                      Leaderboards

and stats...
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Extensibility
 
       New ships                      Additional Item Packs

      New music tracks

  Particle effect packs
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BUZZ

www.Harmotion.com

 Harmotion.com is a Few months old and has en-
joyed over 2 million hits, 500,000+ page views, and 
20,000+ registered users. Harmotion.com encompasses 
an Actively growing community with more new visitors 
visiting the site each week. 

This thriving community is due to the Harmotion’s team 
decision to incorporate game development and various 
feature prioritizations based on the requests from 
the community. This has led to More than 75,000+ Har-
motion game matches made.
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Rave REviews

“...a very simplistic game, but is very 
fun.” - Game Hippo

“...lots of fun challenging other 
shmup fans online.” 
- Game Set Watch

“...this game could really make some 
big waves.”  - Shoot the Core 
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“...sheds all the unnecessary baggage 
for a versus gameplay...” 
- Independent Gaming 

“...musical, cooperative multiplayer space 
shooter...is groovy digital proof that we can 
all get along...” - Games for Windows



Harmotion Core Team

Jeff Knecht (Technical Director)
Jeff holds a BSc in Real-Time Interactive Simulation at 
DigiPen Institute of Technology and wrote Harmotion’s 
award winning game engine. HE also Brings engineering 
experiences from Nintendo Software TEchnology. 

Jonathan Lin (Director of IT)
Jonathan holds a BSc and MS in Computer Science and 
information security at Johns Hopkins University. Jon 
was previously a security analyst at PacifiCare and 
New Century Financials Corporation.
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Erik Chan (Producer)
ERik holds a BSc in Biomedical Engineering at Johns 
Hopkins University with Minor in Computer Science and 
Math. Erik Brings experiences from Merrill Lynch, Citi-
group, Activision and Midway Games (Surreal Software). 

Contact: 
erik.chan@BottomlesspitGames.com
Tel: 1(425)829-6148   Fax: 1(615)827-6148 

Bottomless Pit Games
2244 132nd Ave. SE, B306
Bellevue, WA 98005



DVD Contents:
- Game OverView README
- Gameplay Videos
- Recent GAME BuilD
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